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SECRET is a Console-based encryption tool.  It supports binary files, allowing you to encrypt and decrypt any type of files, even
images, documents, archive files, etc. It is a free, open-source project that is both portable and easy to use. SECRET Supported
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The title may be misleading but it is not entirely wrong, SECRET is a secret-keeping tool. Aside from the usual encryption and
decryption options, it also comes with a set of capabilities that makes it stand out: From now on, every file you encrypt using
SECRET will be given a unique hash. Yes, you read that right! SECRET is capable of generating and providing a hash for every
file you encrypt. This is extremely useful, especially if you are using computer security as one of the main functions in your
daily routines. To save even more time you should know that SECRET supports multiple file formats, including the already-
mentioned TDE and CRYPT_XOR. Each format comes with a multitude of options, which you can make use of when
performing encryption and decryption operations.  Not only that, there is also the -H flag that helps you to append the original
hash, which means you can have a backup of your encrypted files on your computer. A key advantage of SECRET is that it
features a highly configurable command line interface that lets you tailor it to your liking. If you don’t like the default options it
provides, you can change pretty much anything by means of the “-v” or “-c” flags.  Finally, you can configure SECRET to
automatically perform a batch encryption on whatever folders you want, even if they contain a single file.  SECRET Features:
Global Hash Prefix The security of your encrypted data does not rely solely on the password you enter. This is achieved thanks
to a random character you can specify as the first prefix of every hash generated by SECRET.  Our “prefix” story comes from
the fact that hashing algorithms use a secret known as the salt to produce a unique result, in other words, we can say that the
prefix is the salt your data needs to be protected.  PREFIX_FILE_DIRECTORY=no SECRET defaults to this setting. If you
wish to change it, simply use “-c PREFIX_FILE_DIRECTORY=yes”. In this case, the newly generated hashes will start with the
string you specified. Hash Prefix All the hashes generated by SECRET are prefixed with a unique string of characters you can
alter with “-p PREFIX”.  Preferable prefix is a combination of letters and numbers, which you can specify

What's New In SECRET?

SECRET is a lightweight application with a very suggestive name. It is designed to help you encrypt data on your computer
without too much hassle, keeping all the important information a secret. Console-based encryption tool It features no standard
GUI and it can be used via the command console in Windows. While beginners might be a bit reluctant to using an application
without a regular interface, we must say that the syntax of SECRET is quite simple and poses no difficulty. In fact, there are
just two available options you can try: encrypt and decrypt. Needless to say what they do but note that you must specify whether
the path you specify as the target holds a file or a directory by using either “-f” or “-d” as an argument. Supports batch
operations on folders SECRET can encrypt individual files of your choice but you can also use it to perform batch encryption to
the entire content of a folder. In other words, you only have to specify a directory’s location and all the files inside it will be
processed, regardless of their type and size. By default, the encryption is not recursive, an option that you can customize with
ease, meaning it is possible to instruct SECRET to go through all the subdirectories and encrypt everything it finds, file by file.
The default configuration of SECRET is to preserve the original files and save the encrypted content in the same location,
appending the “.secret” extension to the latter. You can also opt to automatically delete the originals, if you prefer it that way. It
is advisable you don’t use the “-delete” flag before testing the application. Decrypting a file you previously encrypted using
SECRET works exactly the same, only that you must use the “-decrypt” flag. To unlock the access to the original content, you
must enter the password you set during encryption. It is also possible to perform batch decryptions on a large number of files.
Can be easily integrated in automation scripts While those who are looking for a standard encryption utility might not opt for a
console application, SECRET is a handy software tool to have around if you want to create encryption-related scripts or
automation software. To put it another way, while it is not perfect for end users, it is surely useful for developers and tech-savvy
individuals. A: GPG will encrypt and decrypt your data for you. it is quite easy to use
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 CPU: 3.0 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.0 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo RAM: 1 GB of RAM or higher Disc space: 300 MB of free disk space Video: DirectX 9 or above DirectX:
Version 9.0 Mouse: Logitech G25 or higher Minimum Requirements: CPU: 3.0 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent processor
RAM: 1 GB of RAM or higher
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